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Abstract
Internet Protocol Captioned Telephone Service is a service for people with hearing loss, allowing them to communicate effectively by having a human Communications Assistant transcribe the call and equipment that displays the transcription in near real time. The current state of the art for ASR is considered with regard to automating such service. Recent results on standard tests are examined and appropriate metrics for ASR performance in captioning are discussed. Possible paths for developing fully-automated telephone captioning services are examined and the effort involved is evaluated.

1. Introduction
Internet Protocol Captioned Telephone Service (IP CTS) is a service for people with hearing loss, allowing them to communicate effectively by having a human Communications Assistant (CA) transcribe the call and equipment that displays the transcription in near real time.

“[IP] CTS allows a person with hearing loss but who can use his or her own voice and has some residual hearing, to speak directly to the called party and then listen, to the extent possible, to the other party and simultaneously read captions of what the other party is saying. In the most common set-up of this service, when an IP CTS user places a call over [an IP CTS] telephone (which is equipped with special software and a screen for displaying captions), the call is automatically connected both to the receiving party (over the PSTN) and via the Internet to a captioned telephone CA.” [FCC17]

In this paper, we describe the current state of the art in ASR as it applies to IP CTS, and discuss the likely paths of evolution for using ASR to assist or replace the human CA in the transcription process.
An ASR system is a complex combination of software and mathematical models of different aspects of speech. In the simplest terms, there are two primary models: the acoustic model, or AM, and the language model, or LM. The AM provides information about how likely it is that a given short segment of audio, say 0.1 seconds’ worth, represents speech of a particular kind of...
The most often-used units are based on speech phonemes, e.g., the two K consonants and the long vowel A when someone says the word “cake.” The LM provides information about how likely it is that a word, or words, will be spoken in conjunction with certain other words. For example, from such a model one might determine how much more likely it is that the word following “ate the chocolate” is “cake” rather than “cape.”

The AM and LM models are connected together by a third element called a “lexicon” that provides the words that may be recognized and modeled by the LM and their pronunciations in the units of the AM. Each of the models is trained on a large collection of data; these collections are called “corpora.” For the LM, the training data is in the form of word sequences from real speech or written language; often billions of words or more are used to train an LM. For the AM, the training data is in the form of both speech audio and a detailed transcription; here thousands or tens of thousands of hours of speech are used. Both forms of training data are hard to acquire, making model building a very expensive proposition even to get started. Among several representations commonly used for AMs, deep neural networks, or DNNs, are currently favored since they provide the most accurate models. Training DNNs requires very large amounts of data and is also computationally very expensive. A sophisticated software program called a “decoder” breaks an incoming speech signal in digital form into the short segments used in the AM, and then uses the AM, LM, and lexicon simultaneously to maintain a collection of hypotheses about what the speaker has said, eventually producing a sequence of words which it determines to be the most likely. One very important distinction is between decoders that make this determination at the same rate that people speak versus those that take more time to decode than the time of the spoken audio itself.

2. Theory

In applying ASR to any problem, two fundamental questions emerge. First, what is the nature of the speech provided to the ASR system? Second, what are the relevant measurements of quality and corresponding levels of performance along those dimensions that are required for recognition results? Over decades of research, certain parameters about input speech have been identified as important to performance, including the following: whether the system will be used by only one or by many users, the quality of the audio signal (both the available bandwidth and the presence of noise), whether the speakers have an accent, the age of the speaker, the fluency of the speech, and the context in which the speech is being generated. Among the important contexts that have been considered are speech generated by reading text, speech intended to control an automatic system, speech as dictation, and conversational speech between human speakers.

Depending on the nature of the problem, ASR performance can vary widely. As we will explain below, even the way performance is measured can vary. Most ASR researchers report basic word error rate (WER) figures based on counting all errors in recognition equally. The following figure, put together in 2009 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), shows a timeline of ASR error rates for various tasks [PAL03]. It can be observed that (i) for
each task, improvements in speech recognition techniques through years have yielded material performance gains for a given problem; (ii) in the same year, the performance for different problems can be widely different.

The diagram illustrates progress over the years (on the X axis) in terms of WER (on the Y axis, log scale), for a variety of benchmark problems. Note that, though certain benchmarks are used over the course of several years, the data used to measure WER for a particular benchmark was sometimes changed from year to year; this accounts for occasional year-over-year WER increases in some benchmarks. On the left, the earliest and simplest benchmarks involved speech that was read by speakers from text, recorded with high-quality microphones in quiet environments, and using a very limited set of possible phrases. One such benchmark envisioned speakers making travel plans using an automated kiosk. The use of speech that was read from text makes the problem artificially easy for ASR because read speech is typically much more carefully pronounced and slower than normal speech. Read speech is also typically better organized, well formed, more predictable, and hence better modeled by the LM. Toward the middle, the blue line represents a benchmark for recognizing spoken news broadcasts. Here the vocabulary and phrasing is near unlimited, the audio is high quality and not noisy, and the speech is generally quite careful, with good articulation by professional announcers. Finally, toward the
right and upper part of the diagram are benchmarks for conversational telephone speech and for transcription of speech from meetings. These represent some of the most challenging speech problems both in terms of having completely open vocabulary and phrasing, highly variable audio quality and noise level, and casual and frequently disfluent pronunciation.

It should be noted that while the chart above identifies the “range of human error in transcription” as 2-4%, that was not based on realistic measurements, and more recent estimates of human transcription error have put the number at 5% and higher. The actual number varies depending on the skill of the transcriber, the clarity of the audio, and the accuracy required by a given task.

This image is the latest such benchmark that NIST has made available, and although it is now a bit dated, it throws light on how ASR might be a "solved" problem for one domain, but not for others. In our experience, the situation shown above still holds today. That is, many standard research benchmarks are not solved in the sense of having reached parity with humans.

Recent years have seen the rise of natural-language conversational assistants, such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana, and Google’s “OK Google” assistant. These constitute an ASR task not represented by the various benchmark problems tracked by NIST. They carry their own set of challenges, but are also less demanding in terms of accuracy, since the intent of a command may be correctly recognized, even if some of the words of the command are misrecognized by the ASR.

3. Results
In terms of applying ASR to IP CTS, full automation would replace the human CA with an ASR system that could automatically generate transcripts of equivalent (or better) quality. Considering the question of the nature of the speech provided, we would expect conversational speech, from a variety of speakers, over fixed and mobile telephone service, with a variety of background noise conditions, accents, ages, and fluency levels. The speech requiring accurate, real-time transcription could vary from quite formal to very casual, and there are no limits on what might be said. This presents us with one of the most difficult areas of the ASR problem space.

One way to think about how ASR can be applied to IP CTS is to note that caption quality is ultimately determined by the usefulness of the service to the end-user in facilitating communication. Further, the key parameters for quality fall into three categories: accuracy, latency, and readability. Obviously, for any communication, accuracy is of paramount importance, although it is important to acknowledge that not all recognition errors have the same impact. For example, a misrecognition of “She hasn’t been here” resulting in “She has been here” will almost certainly be much worse than a misrecognition resulting in “She hasn’t been hear.” Current standards for IP CTS divide errors into “major” and “minor” with only major errors considered in quality metrics. Unfortunately, this kind of measurement is particularly difficult to automate because determining whether an error is important to understanding can
currently only be done reliably by humans. As we mentioned above, most ASR researchers report basic word error rate (WER) figures based on counting all errors without regard to their potential impact on understanding, so traditional WER numbers can be at best only an approximate guide for IP CTS accuracy.

The latency of an IP CTS system is also very important. Real-time conversations proceed smoothly when latencies are very low but become more difficult as they increase, so that the benefit of IP CTS to users with some hearing decreases if the transcription has a long lag relative to the audio. IP CTS latencies are comparatively easy to measure, and are currently in the range of a few seconds, though reducing this lag is a stated – and appropriate – goal of the FCC [FCC16].

Readability impacts the usefulness of transcription in real-time conversation. Studies show that having transcriptions that include correct punctuation and capitalization reduce the cognitive load required to read them [JON03]. One particularly important form of punctuation is the indication of a question. In vocal communication, this is often suggested only by a change in intonation, as in “You know what to do?” In the context of IP CTS, speakers may be relying entirely on these changes in intonation to convey their meaning, and the presence or absence of a question mark may represent a significant difference in meaning, not simply an improvement in readability. Measuring readability is currently time-intensive since it usually involves human subjects, but there are good proxies that could function automatically.

3.1 Applying ASR to IP CTS in practice

Considering the three quality parameters important for IP CTS described above, the current state of the art in ASR achieves various levels of performance against each parameter. Markedly wide variability of conditions exist which ASR systems must deal with and as a result, no one system performs well against all three.

For example, current dictation systems like Nuance’s Dragon NaturallySpeaking generate very readable transcriptions. Users can either vocalize punctuation and capitalization cues or the system can infer and insert them automatically. Although automatic punctuation insertion can be a very useful feature, users typically have a mixed experience; it appears that even with auto-punctuation turned on, users have to adapt their dictation style to suit the type of speech that the auto-punctuator expects, and most users tend to vocalize punctuation, which is not natural to do in the context of a telephone conversation. Latency is very low; words appear as they are spoken with minimal delay. Accuracies can be quite high for high-quality audio and particularly for speakers with considerable experience; this is both a matter of adaptation of speaker-specific models on the part of the ASR system and of learning on the part of the speaker, who gets constant feedback in the form of results and unconsciously learns how to speak so as to be correctly understood. This is why the Nuance product is utilized by some IP CTS provider CAs in the delivery of captions in IP CTS. After the CA trains a profile to their voice, during a live call, they revoice what the IP CTS caller says. The CA monitors the text output delivered to the
IP CTS user and makes manual corrections as needed. The use of Nuance is faster and more accurate than traditional typing done by a CA. However, using a dictation system like this directly on casual conversational speech consisting of multiple unknown users talking on the telephone, rather than as a tool used by the CA to create the captions, will have low accuracy and is infeasible at present for the purpose of creating an accurate, readable transcript.

Similarly, recently introduced conversational assistant systems like Google Now, Apple’s Siri, and Amazon’s Echo/Alexa deal well with noisy environments and fairly casual speech. Latencies are also low here. But since these systems are built for command and control, readability of transcriptions isn’t a design goal and the range of things that can be correctly recognized is generally limited to specific command grammars [JAC17, MAR17]. The problem addressed by these systems is also very different in terms of speakers. A “personal assistant” (PA) application can (and certainly does) take advantage of the fact that it is generally used by one person, or at most a few people, almost exclusively. This means that adapting the recognition models for that speaker or speakers can improve overall performance very considerably. Additionally, since speakers are highly motivated to make themselves understood correctly, they can again be expected to self-train as they use the system. Finally, these systems can still be a commercial success even if they don’t work that well for a significant fraction of the population as long as they work well for most people. The contrast between the PA application and IP CTS is sharp. PA systems aren’t designed to recognize and transcribe conversational speech between two humans. They rely heavily on being able to adapt to one or a small number of speakers who are speaking intentionally to be understood by the system. IP CTS systems, on the other hand, must deal well with many disparate speakers, some only very infrequently, who are speaking to another human. The conclusion is that recent progress in accuracy of PA systems does not translate well into accuracy for IP CTS systems.

Within the ASR research community, work and systems focused specifically on conversational telephone speech have been around for about two decades. One of the first and most widely used Speech corpora for this area is the Switchboard corpus [GOD92]. Naturally, performance on this corpus is interesting when evaluating the feasibility of using ASR for IP CTS.

“Switchboard” is a collection of about 2,400 two-sided telephone conversations among 543 speakers (302 male, 241 female) from all areas of the United States. A computer-driven robot operator system handled the calls, giving the caller appropriate recorded prompts, selecting and calling another person to take part in a conversation, introducing a topic for discussion and recording the speech from the two subjects into separate channels until the conversation was finished. About 70 topics were provided, of which about 50 were used frequently. Selection of topics and callees was constrained so that: (i) no two speakers would converse together more than once and (ii) no one spoke more than once on a given topic. Switchboard is a useful tool, but not fully representative of conversational speech on the telephone since there is no overlapping of voices, speakers were not known to each other, and only a finite number of topics are represented.
Last year, Microsoft published promising results on the Switchboard data: their recognition system produced output that had a WER of 5.9% [XIO17]. They claimed that at this error threshold, their system was “just as good as humans are in recognizing speech”. Recently, IBM has also published results that show a WER of 5.5%. However, IBM has also acknowledged that this result does not imply speech recognition has achieved parity with human performance. They claimed that although some believe that human parity is achieved at an error of 5.9%, their newest experiments show that parity is achieved at a much lower error of 5.1%. Thus, even their "best" system would still need a 0.8% reduction in order to achieve human-like performance in a WER sense. That may not seem like a large difference, but it represents a 14% relative reduction in the number of errors, which is a significant gap.

The absolute numbers – whether human parity can be achieved at 5.9% or 5.1%, or some other threshold – is one part of the story. There is another facet of practicality of these systems. These "best" ASR systems are built as large recognition models, by throwing large amounts of data and computation resources at the problem. In fact, the ASR system isn't always one engine, but a combination of multiple engines that run recognition on the same audio in parallel, and another engine that combines these different outputs to produce something that is better than any individual system. This represents a nice technical feat, but by its very nature implies a system that can run recognition multiple times with different engines and/or models, and then pick and choose the best results for a final decision, which requires time to process after the speech ends. The time needed for these systems to process the speech to get the advertised accuracy was not made public, but it is the estimate of the authors of this paper that it is measured in minutes or hours, not milliseconds, and is impractical for an IP CTS system.

Such systems, with their multi-pass approach and dependence on very large computing platforms, prioritize accuracy at the cost of latency and speed. They are great experimentation platforms but are not commercially viable for problems with real-time requirements such as IP CTS. It is likely, therefore, that significant forward progress in WER for ordinary telephone conversations is likely to be asymptotic in nature, requiring technical breakthroughs and exponential compute power increases to achieve a comparatively few percentage points of required accuracy.

There is also a case to be made about the evaluation methodology itself. Most of the "top" results on the Switchboard data have been reported on a newer test set, and the documentation of that set mentions that there is some overlap with the speakers found in the training data [NIST00]. In real-life situations, most of the speech recognition run in the context of IP CTS would be on speakers not seen in the training data. If all speakers in the Switchboard testing data were "unseen" from the data that these models are trained on, there is reason to believe that the performance of these top systems, in absolute terms, would be one of a higher error rate.

Claims of achieving parity with human performance or 100% accuracy make good press for
research organizations. But such claims, even if they were indisputable (and they certainly are not) aren’t a reliable basis on which to judge the possibility of a fully automated IP CTS system. It is important to keep in mind that transcription accuracy in IP CTS and transcription accuracy as measured by ASR researchers are not the same thing. On one hand, IP CTS accuracy measures don’t count minor errors, which would seem to make the problem simpler. On the other hand, IP CTS transcription is done live, based on only one opportunity to listen to the data, with a requirement that the transcript be generated as immediately as possible. The most-often used accuracy level for current IP CTS systems is that transcriptions should be 98% free of major errors. Even high-latency systems like those discussed above don’t come close in terms of simple WER; to our knowledge no one has evaluated their Switchboard results in terms of the major/minor error distinction used for IP CTS.

4. Discussion

For IP CTS applications, there are four broad challenges that will need to be surmounted for widespread commercialization. First, and most fundamental, is that accuracy on casual conversational telephone speech will need to be improved considerably from currently achievable levels. Second, the readability of transcripts will need to be improved from what can currently be done automatically for conversational speech. Specifically, punctuation and capitalization are required to make transcripts easily readable. Third, the latency of transcription must be kept low and, if possible, reduced even from current levels. Finally, all the computation required must be done without requiring excessive computational resources.

One unusual aspect of the IP CTS problem is that the “user” of the system is the person reading the transcripts, but the “speaker” is someone else and there are, in fact, many speakers even for a single user. Also, because of factors like background noise, separate calls from the same speaker may be quite different. In a usual context, one ordinarily asks how much effort would be required to make the system work well for, say, 95% of users in 90% of their uses. But for IP CTS, the right question to ask is how much effort is required to make the system work well for some percentage of calls. Rather than waiting until the system reaches some threshold percentage and deploying it for all calls, it could make sense to build a hybrid system using both ASR and human transcribers, wherein the system identifies calls as suitable for ASR transcription, with human CAs handling the remainder. Some research would be required to determine a suitable method for identifying a call (or a portion of a call) as suitable for ASR. This is a challenging problem that has not been addressed by prior published research. The viability of such a “selective” approach to ASR for IP CTS depends therefore on both improvements in ASR accuracy, as well as improvements in the ability to model which calls are suitable for ASR.

We expect that the pathway to a commercialized, fully automated IP CTS system involves many iterations of a cycle well known to ASR system-builders. The cycle starts with the acquisition of massive quantities of speech data, preferably from a source matching the characteristics of the speech and language of the target application and the associated transcriptions. The data are
used to build models, the models are evaluated, and the system is improved by the addition of more data or by employing new modeling and/or decoding techniques, and this process is repeated until the system achieves an acceptable standard of quality. The availability and compilation of such data sets required to train deep neural networks is itself a key barrier. Capturing vast quantities of conversations is either labor intensive, or requires overcoming privacy concerns among a large population of contributors – for example, providers are restricted in recording IP CTS calls, making it difficult to create a realistic data set. Innovations will be required in methods for training speech models from encrypted and/or anonymized data in order to make substantial improvements in ASR accuracy for IP CTS.

Keeping in mind the need for real-time transcription, our consensus estimate is that a system based on the current (2017) state of the art for conversational telephone speech would work for fewer than 10% of all calls. A concerted effort started now by a team of ten experienced speech researchers and engineers might improve this by 6-8% (absolute, not relative) for four to six years, reaching a system which could handle roughly 50% of all calls. The need to be conservative in identifying which calls can be safely handed off will reduce this number somewhat, and system elements will need to be developed and tested that enable switching to human assistance when machine performance falls short, perhaps at the request of the IP CTS user. Future years would likely see continued progress but at a somewhat slower rate, perhaps reaching the ability to handle 75% of all calls in another four to six years. The most difficult calls will take even longer to handle reliably. Waiting to start the effort would shorten these times somewhat as ASR research can be expected to improve the performance at the “starting point,” but the IP CTS problem is both sufficiently hard and has enough unusual requirements that the effort will remain considerable for the foreseeable future.

Finally, it should be noted that commercial viability of any advances in ASR are affected by market and financial incentives, or the lack thereof. In the case of PA systems the financial incentives are clear and immediate while financial incentives to drive progress in ASR systems addressing conversational speech, such as IP CTS, are less obvious. In the NIST graph presented earlier, one might note that progress was made more rapidly on some projects than on others. This effect is largely due to the financial incentives applied to a particular ASR task. Substantial government funding was provided to groups working on tasks like Switchboard and Broadcast News, and commercial incentives have spurred remarkable progress in conversational assistants such as Siri and Alexa. At the same time, there has been little or no funding for improvements in meeting transcription, leading to the relatively stagnant progress shown in the NIST graph. From this, we can infer that future progress in ASR for IP CTS will be dependent on the availability of funding from either government or commercial sources.

5. Conclusion
Automatic Speech Recognition has made considerable progress on the very difficult problem of recognizing human speech. Some systems achieve human-level performance on fairly narrow
tasks and recent advances by research groups have done fairly well on quite difficult tasks like recognizing conversational speech, though there are many reasons to doubt claims of reaching human-level performance. Internet Protocol Captioned Telephone Service represents one of the hardest problems for ASR. This is true both in the sense of the speech involved, which is conversational, can be quite noisy, and presents many different speakers for short durations, and in sense of the performance requirements, which include very high accuracy, very low latency, and an additional requirement of generating easily read transcriptions. Although it’s possible, and perhaps even likely, that ASR will improve to the point that a fully automated IP CTS system can be made commercially viable, our belief is that that point is still well into the future.
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